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maps, diagrams, infographics, data vis what’s the difference?

maps  
(the noun, the thing)  



maps  
(the verb, the process) 

maps, diagrams, infographics, data vis what’s the difference?



mind maps: associates word, ideas, concepts 

process maps: visualizes a process (abstract) 

concept maps: connects concepts, can be read 

content maps: outlines content into a structure (abstract) 

!
!

maps many kinds  

maps, diagrams, infographics, data vis what’s the difference?



Kristen Miller, Nick Perles, Brianna 

Suffty, and Eric Musser

mind maps: associates word, ideas, concepts 



Jessica Halfyard

process maps: visualizes a process (abstract) 

http://jessicahalfyard.com/index.php?/concept-map/concept-map/


http://jessicahalfyard.com/index.php?/
concept-map/concept-map/

Jessica Halfyard

process maps: visualizes a process (abstract) 

http://jessicahalfyard.com/index.php?/concept-map/concept-map/
http://jessicahalfyard.com/index.php?/concept-map/concept-map/


Emily Cumpata

concept maps: connects concepts, can be read 



Emily Cumpata

concept maps: connects concepts, can be read 



content maps: outlines content into a structure (abstract) 



content maps: outlines content into a structure (abstract) 



diagrams  
(the noun, the thing)  diagrams  
(the noun, the thing)  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diagrams  
(the verb, the process) 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maps, diagrams, infographics what’s the difference?

activity diagrams: documents an activity (concrete) 

content diagrams: outlines content (concrete) 

site diagrams: structure of a site 

user path diagrams: what content a user interacts with 

!
!

diagrams many kinds 



Marjorie Verlin

activity diagrams: documents an activity (concrete) 



Marjorie Verlin

activity diagrams: documents an activity (concrete) 



Emma Enness, Wendy Wu, Samantha  
Novak, and Jessica Knedgen

content diagrams: outlines content (concrete) 



Emma Enness, Wendy Wu, Samantha  
Novak, and Jessica Knedgen

content diagrams: outlines content (concrete) 



Matt Bambach

site diagrams: structure of a site 

http://bikemsu.wordpress.com


Matt Bambach

site diagrams: structure of a site 

http://bikemsu.wordpress.com


Emma Enness

user path diagrams: what content a user interacts with 

http://www.emmaennessdesign.com


—suggests new knowledge  
    to the creator and viewer 
!—visually represents complex ideas,  
    information & processes  
!—breaks down parts of a greater system

mapping & diagramming
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maps, diagrams, infographics what’s the difference? https://www.customermagnetism.com/infographics/what-is-an-infographic/

infographics  
(a thing)  



—easy-to-read illustrations that tell a story 
—present complex information quickly and clearly 
—integrate words and visuals to reveal information,           patterns or trends 
!— easier to understand than words alone 
!     visualizations that are beautiful and engaging

infographics

maps, diagrams, infographics, data vis what’s the difference?
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—deals with an enormous amount of data 
—has the goal of discovering patterns 
—often static but becoming more interactive and 
sequential to show change and patterns over time 

data visualizations
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maps, diagrams, infographics, data vis what’s the difference? derek watkins
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maps  
(both)  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maps  
(both)  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RELATIONSHIP WITH WATER

VALUE OF CONSERVATION

VALUE OF WASTED WATER WATER QUALITY LEVELS

IMPLICATIONS OF WATER 
WASTE AWARENESS LEVELS

Is rain water contaminated?
  What do fertilizers do to the environment?
 Is the creek water my kids play in safe?

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

    SURVIVAL
How does disposed/ polluted water affect the fish I eat?
  How does water pollution affect my drinking water?

    VALUE
Do I understand the economic impact of poor water quality?
   What if I need to pay a fee for using too much water?

Could businesses save money by reusing water or is it just cheaper to keep using all potable water? 
      How much money could I save by planting crops that require less water?
  How much treated water is used in the process of printing money?

PRODUCTION

      CORPORATE INDUSTRY
   Do large corporations profit from water waste? 

How do my household cleaners affect my water bill? 
   How much money could I save by reusing my grey water? 
   How much money will water-efficient washers save me?
    Where does water rank on my list of household expenses?
How can I reduce my water bill by utilizing a grey water recycling system?
  How is my monthly water bill affected by how much potable water I use?

BEHAVIORS

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
   Does my culture value natural resources? 
Do we understand water as a limited resource? 

EXPECTATIONS
  Do I assume that someone else will take care of my toxic output? 
    Do I assume that my wasted is unharmful?
 Do I consider what I ingest to be harmful to the water supply?
               Do I assume that everything that is put into the water can be taken out?

 How can I use grey water? Is grey water safe?
How can I make the best use of rain water?
  How much rainwater can I collect in one month?
   How many gallons of water does my toilet use? 
 Could my dishwasher use less water?
How much water am I saving by putting a bucket in the shower?
  What can I do about my water usage? How can I use less?
   What toxins do I contribute to the water cycle?
How should I dispose of chemicals to keep the lake safe?
  What cleaning products affect the water?

Is it possible for runoff to affect my drinking water?
 How can water wasted in manufacturing affect the quality of my water? 

     RECREATION
How much water is used in a slip-and-slide?

    CORPORATE INDUSTRY
How can grocery stores conserve water? 
 

 Does the soapy water that goes down my drain affect my drinking water? 
Do I realize that I’m wasting the cold water that comes out of my shower while it heats up? 
    Which uses more water: a bath or a shower?                
   Does my shampoo pollute the water?
Does anti-bacterial soap contaminate the water and lead to stronger viruses and diseases?
  Are the chemicals in my tap water affecting my complexion and hair?
      Does the type of showerhead I have waste water?

 How much water is saved by using low flow toilets? 
How much water is wasted in Raleigh?
    What does it mean to waste water?
 Is it better for water quality to compost or use a disposal?
   Does food from my disposal pollute my water?

DOMESTIC
BEHAVIORS

PRODUCTION

     How do landfills contaminate water supplies?
Does it take more water to have a fountain run continuously versus on and off?

INFRASTRUCTURE 
[PHYSICAL]

  How does urbanization affect the hydrologic cycle? 
Is an asphalt, concrete, or gravel driveway best for water run-off?
    What happens to my grey water/How is it processed?
   How much water is used by green roofs?
     How do I find out if I have a leak in my pipes?
    How much water is lost from old leaking pipes?

 Is well water better quality than city water?
  Will contaminated rivers affect my well water?

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

SURVIVAL

    LIFESTYLE
How can conservation technology conserve water without affecting my lifestyle?

   Is digital photography saving any water?

   BEHAVIORS
How much water is wasted by restaurants throwing away food in plastic bags? 

   EDUCATION
  What is black water? 

What happens when black water is used to water crops? 
  How do trashed electronics pollute water?
How do pigs and other livestock pollute water?
   Is unclaimed water safe?

How does oil pollute the water cycle? 
  How do inks pollute the water cycle?
 How much water is wasted in packaging water?
How much grey water is treated a year?

CORPORATE INDUSTRY    How much water is used in food production?
How much water is wasted in energy production? 
 How much water is wasted in treating grey water?
   How does food production affect water quality?

PRODUCTION

INFRASTRUCTURE 
[PHYSICAL]

DOMESTIC

EXPECTATIONS
What if I had to pay for the water I didn’t finish at a restaurant?  

     VALUE
Is water disposal/quality a social issue? How do my attitudes about disposal and water quality affect my friends’ understanding? 

  What is the social psychology around disposing of clean/dirty water?
If my friend was using less water, would that make me more likely to do the same?
     Why should I conserve if my neighbor doesn’t?

 Do certain neighborhoods have poorer water quality than others? Why?

      INFRASTRUCTURE [POLICY]
Does my neighborhood use more water than other neighborhoods? What are the factors that contribute to this? 

       CORPORATE INDUSTRY
How much water does the average workplace waste? 

 How do carpools relate to water quality?
How much water does our city use on upkeep of public spaces?

INFRASTRUCTURE 
[PHYSICAL]

  Does treating myself or relaxing mean not having to conserve water?      Does excess water from my community pool affect my water quality?
Does upkeep of public parks affect my drinking water?                What happens to the excess water from public sporting spaces?
Do I worry about how my favorite restaurant disposes of water?           How much water does my gym use to clean linens? 
     Does water from large crowds/sporting events affect water quality more than smaller ones? 
      Does fertilizer from soccer fields (or other sports fields) seep into my drinking water?
 Do I think differently about how much water I'm wasting in social settings?

HYGIENE
   Do I really need to wash my hands all the time?
How does the frequency of my own cleaning/hygiene affect how much water I waste?

            SURVIVAL
How does my diet affect water waste quality? What am I putting into the water? 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
   What is my water usage in comparison to other people/cultures? 

VALUE
Does my culture value the ends or the means? (i.e. is it okay to waste 
water if it means that we will prosper in other ways?) 

INFRASTRUCTURE [POLICY]
Does my culture think that paying attention to water waste and contamination is even important?

If I saw what my water waste looked like, would that impact how I disposed of it?  

      INFRASTRUCTURE [PHYSICAL]

Do I expect my water waste to be safe?  Do I understand how my waste impacts water quality?  
     Do I assume that my pharmaceuticals are produced and disposed of safely?
  Does my sense of individualism affect who I think can tell me how to use water (if anyone)?  
Are there cultural stigmas associated with water conservation/advocacy?
    Why do I waste water—do I think it’s acceptable?  
         Do I need as much water as I use?
   Does putting stuff into the water always mean that I’m polluting it?  
     Do we understand that for us to have so much, others must have less?
   What do I consider a toxin? Do I consider “purification” to mean that EVERYTHING is out of the water?    
      What do I consider dirty water?   Does my culture think that anything can be cleaned up?
                               Is my sense of individualism more important than the public good?

EXPECTATIONS
    
    Is it culturally valued to have a water-efficient house and appliances?

DOMESTIC

EXPECTATIONS

RECREATION

DOMESTIC

 Am I wasting water by having my own filtration system versus sharing one with a neighbor?
  Does my water waste affect others water quality?
   How much water am I wasting?     What does wasting water mean?
    How can I share my excess water with my friends and neighbors?
What’s the benefit of starting a neighborhood conservation drive versus just watching my own water usage?
What if my neighbor is using too much water? Does that have any impact on how much I am getting?
 If my neighbor was polluting the water, does it make me more likely to do so?
   Does my neighbor’s waste affect my water quality?

Do schools use more water than necessary?

EDUCATION

   PRODUCTION
Is there a way to reuse bottled water? 

Where is my excess water coming from (i.e. who am I taking it away from?)
Do my friends think it’s cool to conserve water?
  How do I tell a friend to watch their water usage?

   Why do golf carts need to be rinsed off every evening? 
  

  Why do I think that I am entitled to unlimited free water at a restaurant?
Do I think about all of the water that is wasted trying to create unnatural environments 
(i.e. the green grass in Arizona, the English lawn, etc.)

RECREATION

HYGIENE

WATER IS DISPOSED

What happens to the dirty water after a car wash? 
  Can I purify my own waste water? 
    How does my fertilizer affect the water cycle?
   Does water pressure affect how much is used?
What toxins do I put into the water that are impossible to filter out? 
 How can I filter my rain water into potable water using charcoal? 
    What makes a water-efficient home? 
                   What does water-treated wood mean?
  What is a septic tank used for?

DOMESTIC

CULTURE

SOCIAL

                     EXPECTATIONS
  How much water is expelled from a fire hose per second?

 How much money do I pay in taxes for the purification of water?

      INFRASTRUCTURE [POLICY]
                                 How much money is spent by my city to purify grey water? 

                   Does what I put down the drain affect what comes out of my tap?     
                              Do I feel as though I can create clean water? 
If I had to clean my own waste water, would that affect what I put down the drain and how much?
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perry kupler


